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KEY BENEFITS
Flexible 24/7 part time programme for professionals
Available worldwide via online campus and study app
Professional business partner and lecturers
150 international examination locations
9 examination locations in Germany
German university degree ‘Bachelor of Science (B.Sc.)’

DEAR
READER
hank you for your interest in our international online degree programme
Bachelor Maritime Logistics & Port Management at Wismar University
(Germany). Our environment is subject to constant change in which innovations and improvements define the daily life. This holds especially true
for maritime logistics. Even at the workplace a standstill leads to a step backwards. Prepare yourself to face this challenge and start on the path towards
your future now. As a part time student you demonstrate a high level of willingness through your personal commitment and gain a convincing performance
to compete in the job market. The higher public education degree ‘Bachelor of
Science (B.Sc.)’ from Wismar University guarantees the quality of your education and recognition within the economic and public sectors.
Wismar University offers you a blended learning education tailored to your
individual needs at a competitive price - performance ratio. With this brochure
we would like to explain in more detail the organisation, structure and content
of our part time programme Bachelor Logistics / Port Management and assure you of our services. We look forward to welcoming you at Wismar
University.

Yours Sincerely,

Prof. Dr. jur. Bodo Wiegand-Hoffmeister
President of Wismar University – University of Applied Sciences
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MODERN EDUCATION AT A GERMAN
UNIVERSITY WITH TRADITION

WINGS PROFESSIONAL STUDIES
AT WISMAR UNIVERSITY
INGS – Wismar International Graduation Services GmbH – a
subsidiary company of Wismar University (Germany) offers part
time studies and certified further education for professionals.
The study programmes are offered in the fields of economy, technology and
design through which you can gain a higher public education degree such as
a Bachelor’s, Diploma (FH) or Master’s. The professional study centre at Wismar University was founded in 1952. WINGS was built upon this and was set
up in 2004. The primary tasks are to develop, organise and market part time
and further educational programmes under the academic expertise of Wismar
University.
Wismar University of Applied Sciences: Technology, Business and Design is
an advanced and innovative education and research institution looking back
to over 100-years of academic excellence. It is an International University that
is practice and business oriented with over 8,900 students studying both oncampus and through part time. Every part time student is officially enrolled at
Wismar University and extensively and individually supported by WINGS. Due
to several contacts in Europe, the Baltic region, America, Latin America, Asia
and in particular South-East-Asia, a variety of intercultural characteristics can
be distinctively found in our research and teaching methods. Currently there
are students from all over the world who are participating in our part time programmes. With more than 4,700 part time students, WINGS has become one
of the leading providers of part time programmes for professionals in Germany.
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co-operation partner:

BREMENPORTS - OUR PRACTICE PARTNER IN
INTERNATIONAL PORT MANAGEMENT

Managing Director
of bremenports GmbH & Co. KG

ROBERT HOWE

‘Together with WINGS - Wismar University (Germany), a
renowned provider of part time studies for professionals,
we have designed the first online degree course for the
shipping and logistics industry.’
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BREMENPORTS
PROFESSIONAL PARTNER
INGS cooperates with bremenports GmbH & Co. KG to design and
implement this part time study programme for professionals. As
infrastructure manager of the Ports of Bremen and Bremerhaven,
bremenports contributes its extensive experience in international port
management to the programme. The cooperation between WINGS and
bremenports ensures a unique blend of academic and professional expertise
for the benefit of the student.
A consulting and engineering company with its own port – this sums up
bremenports GmbH & Co. KG. bremenports combines hands-on competence
from operating the ports of Bremen / Bremerhaven with international consultancy experience. The company has been managing the port infrastructure in
Bremen and Bremerhaven on behalf of the Free Hanseatic City of Bremen since
January 2002. bremenports market their engineering and development competencies in port planning, construction and infrastructure operations and maintenance to private and public clients outside of Bremen. Projects do not only
focus on consultancy, but also on human resources development in the field of
ports and terminals.
www.bremenports.de
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WISMAR
UNIVERSITY
GERMANY
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EXAMINATION
LOCATIONS
Our Bachelor‘s degree programme Maritime Logistics & Port Management is
international, taught in English and available worldwide. The examinations
can be taken in Germany at nine locations, or worldwide at Goethe Institutes,
partner universities, embassies or public institutions. If required, you are also
allowed to complete the exams at other locations (after individual consultation
with your course coordinator). Alternatively and depending on the respective
module, examinations can be submitted as presentation, as group and project
work on real case studies conducted via online meetings.
www.wings.de/logistics
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MORE THAN 150 EXAMINATION
LOCATIONS WORLDWIDE
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BACHELOR WITH PERSPECTIVE
ISSUES FOR YOUR DECISION
n maritime shipping and port management, logistics is a highly complex
business area and requires an excellently trained workforce. But with the
online degree programme Bachelor Maritime Logistics & Port Management,
employees of shipping lines, port companies, logistics companies and freight
forwarders from all over the world will be able to participate in a special part
time study programme, which will qualify them for their next career steps in
maritime business and logistics. This is ideal, since the requirements and demand for executives in this area are very high and are constantly increasing.
‚If you want to move up to management level, you’ll need years of industry
experience and profound expertise‘ says Robert Howe, managing director of
bremenports.
Our online degree programme is international, in English and available worldwide. For the first time, for example students from Europe, Asia, South Africa
and Latin America will be able to learn together in a study group using our
online campus and study app. Internationally experienced professors and
lecturers from Germany, Austria and Sweden teach their material via interactive video lectures and live online tutorials. For practical experience,
bremenports is an experienced partner in the maritime industry.
Those who study internationally today will have the very best prospects of
establishing a successful career in one of the world‘s largest industries. Professionals with business-minded attitudes, controlling expertise, as well as
project and process management skills are urgently needed in this industry.
These people are industry employees but also career changers who wish to
qualify for sector-specific expertise and an internationally recognised degree
for management positions.
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CAREER
DEVELOPMENT
he online degree programme Bachelor Maritime Logistics & Port Management is a great opportunity for everyone in the maritime business
without a first academic degree. It is also appropriate for professionals
who already work in the maritime business and want to further develop their
professional career. In just 8 semesters while still working you improve your
skills and can obtain a more lucrative position. The comprehensive combination
of economics, maritime logistics and port management issues is unique and
will provide you an advantage for your career. Learn from our internationally
experienced professors and experts from the maritime business. Modules
are in step with actual practice, so you will not only learn out of books.
Upon successful completion, you will be rewarded with the German university degree 'Bachelor of Science (B.Sc.)'. This degree will entitle you to continue a master study of your choice.
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SCHEDULE
STUDY PROGRAMME
he study modules and bachelor thesis are evaluated according to international standards. A total of 180 credits (ECTS) are awarded. The study programme includes 32
mod-ules over 8 semesters with a project workshop within semester 4 and 6/7. The programme is taught in English. Throughout the programme, you are introduced to scenarios from
your professional environment, identifying problems from the operational environment and
develop scientifically-based solutions. For further information about the content of the
modules or qualification objectives please check the appropriate module in the next chapter.

1st Semester
International maritime SCM and logistics
Marketing of maritime services
Private law
Port organisation and management
2nd Semester
Financial accounting
Law of the sea and maritime law
General economics
Mathematics
3rd Semester

Credits (ECTS) 20
5
5
5
5
Credits (ECTS) 20
5
5
5
5

5th Semester
Port planning
Cost accounting
Shipping management and economics
Container terminal operations
6th Semester
RoRo terminal operations
Bulk terminal operations
Economic policy and management
IT & MIS
Project workshop II (realisation)

6
5
6
5
Credits (ECTS) 25
5
5
5
5
5

Credits (ECTS) 21
7th Semester

Project management
Port technology
Statistics
Strategic management

Credits (ECTS) 22

5
5
5
6

4th Semester
Credits (ECTS) 25
			
Ship operation: safety, health, environment
5
Operations research
5
Scientific and research methods
5
Project workshop I (conception phase)
10

Project workshop II (realisation)
Financial management
Risk management and transport security
Transport policy
Business simulation
8th Semester
Trade and asset finance
Relationship management & maritime community
Bachelor thesis

Credits (ECTS) 25
5
5
5
5
5
Credits (ECTS) 22
5
5
12

Credits total: 180
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COURSE CONTENT
DESCRIPTION OF MODULES
1st Semester
International maritime SCM and logistics
This module introduces the concept of supply chain
managements and sets the framework for maritime
logistics.
• Basic architecture and concept of supply chains as
forms of inter-organisational cooperation
• The challenge of international supply chain
management (SCM) and cross-border logistics
• The dimensions of SCM: Design & network
dimension, operational dimension
• Logistics as key element of supply chains
• Major global commodity flows (oil, gas and coal/
iron ore, grain, minor bulks, container) and
regional specialisations like palm oil.
Marketing of maritime services
The students will get an overview of concepts, goals,
strategies, tools, methods and relationships in marketing. Focus of this course are the “four p’s” of marketing instruments: price, product, placement and
promotion. The modern marketing concept includes
a total number of “seven p’s”. In addition to the old
concept the items “personnel”, “process management” and “physical facilities” are important for
modern marketing strategies. This whole marketing
mix is discussed in relation to maritime logistics and
port business.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Defining marketing and the marketing process
Company and marketing strategy
Product and programme
Placement
Price
Promotion
Service Marketing

Private law
This course will give an overview on private contracts and shall pave the ground for special issues
of maritime law in second semester. The focus of
this course shall be on general issues of private law:
the formation of contracts, their content, governing
international and national law, party’s pre-contractual
duties, possible defects, remedies to non-performance, international arbitration and enforcement of
arbitral awards.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contract
Formation
Content
Function of national law
Limits to contractual freedom
Defective contracts
Breach of contract
Remedies
Solving conflicts
Enforcing a contract
Port organisation and management

Based on satisfied interconnections with all parts of
the transport chain, port organisation and management have to realise and to ensure the efficiency of
the flow of goods passing through the port facilities. In addition to stakeholders / participants of the
chains of transport multiple actors of public interest
parties interact with the port business. The module
will describe these interconnections inside the chains
of transport as well as the structure of the involved
public interest parties.
• The role of ports as in supply chains: interface
between sea and hinterland
• Port choice and competitiveness – opportunities
and consequences based on the international
division of labor as well as requirements and
compulsions based on the specialisation and
scarcity of resources

• Port organisation models such as landlord port,
tool port etc. with their distinct characteristics and
areas of application
• Structure of the port community - overview of the
involved stakeholders / participants as well as the
“public interest parties” and their roles in the port
business
2nd Semester
Financial accounting
This course introduces students to the principles and
techniques of financial accounting.
• Basic course, focus IFRS
• The regulation of international standards: IFRS
• Purposes and uses of financial accounting
• The accounting equation
• Recording transactions – basics of accounting
• The basic financial statements – statement of
financial position, income statement, statement of
cash flows
Law of the sea and maritime law
• Basic principle of public international law
(and EU Law)
• UNCLOS: The United Nations Convention on the
Law of the Sea (maritime zones and maritime
delimitation, flag state sovereignty, rights and
duties of coastal states)
• IMO (The International Maritime Organization) and
International Conventions on Safety, Security and
the Prevention of Pollution From Ships
• The EU and ASEAN as public law entities:
differences and common elements
• The use of bill of ladings in the carriage of goods
by sea (Hague Rules, Hague Visby Rules)
• Transport contracts (charter parties)

General economics
The module aims to provide a broad picture of the
economic aspects of business. This comprises an
overview of economist’s methods; the logic of consumer behavior and demand as well as the behavior
of the firms in differing market environments;
market failure / externalities; international trade;
basic macroeconomic indicators and policies.
Upon completion, the students will be familiar with
the fundamental microeconomic principles and models that are established to describe, explain and
predict economic decision making and the behavior
of firms and households on markets. They will be
able to assess the economic environment and its relevance as a framework of business. They will be able
to apply these principles and models to specific economic problems and contexts.
Mathematics
Upon completion, the students are able to use the
ideas of integration and differentiation in a rigorous
way understand and use the basic concepts of linear
algebra, matrices and optimisation.
• Basics and tools
• Functions of one variable
• Functions of several variables
• Limits and continuity of functions
• Differential calculus of functions of one variable
• Differential calculus of functions of several
variables
• Integral calculus
• Basics of linear algebra
• Linear optimisation
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3rd Semester
Project management
This course teaches the basics of project management and change management. Project management
contains different phases: planning, executing, monitoring / controlling and closing of a project. The aim
of project management is to accomplish a project in
the intended time, required quality and with effective use of human resources and capital resources.
Change management means adapting strategies and
structures to new circumstances.
• Project initiating and stakeholder analysis
• Project planning using different tools
• Financial considerations and appraisal
• Managing projects through people in compliance
with their personal skills
• Using human resources
• Execution of processes and the importance of
communication
• Project completion and review
• Overview of the change process
• Tools and techniques for change management
Port technology
Based on the different transport technologies and
the various types and sizes of vessels, the entire
range of portside terminal types and configuration
will be explained. Focusing on the terminal facilities and the equipment for the cargo handling, the
moduledescribes the necessary as well as the available equipment on the market including examples for
environmental-friendly solutions.
• Ship’s gear vs. ship-to-shore handling equipment
• Port handling technology (dry and liquid bulk,
break bulk, container, RoRo)
• Different technology solutions (low and high tech)
• Yard operations equipment
• Terminal equipment planning
• Green port technology
• Cost estimation
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Statistics
The course gives an overview what statistic is, how
data can be described using frequency tables and
graphs, which numerical measures are adequate
for location and dispersion on univariate methods
to describe a dataset using location and dispersion.
Moreover, it contains an insight in discrete and continuous probability distributions, sampling methods,
estimation of parameters and confidence intervals as
well as simple tests, correlation analysis and linear
regression analysis. The course uses the software
EXCEL or R.
Strategic management
Introduction to strategic management:
• Analysis: assessment of external (SWOT, PESTLE,
CAGE), industry (Porter’s five forces), internal
(value chain, core competencies), resource based
view environment
• Formulation: Portfolio theory, Ansoff matrix, BCG
matrix, c ompetitive advantage, generic
competitive s trategies, core competencies,
• Implementation and control: business model
canvas, change management, b
 alanced score
card as a strategic tool
• Strategic port management: case studyabout
value chain in liner shipping industry, liner
shipping strategies, port/terminal operation
strategies, vertical integration, value a dded
services, port competition and contestable
hinterlands

4th Semester
Ship operation: safety, health, environment
Ship types
• Structure, ownership and registration of the world
fleet
• Classification criteria
• Merchant ship categories
• Dry cargo ships
• Passenger ships
• Tankers
• Specialised ships
• Scrapping of ships
Voyage estimation
• Factors of influence
• Schedule requirements and lay times
• Optimisation of sea voyage
The ship coming into port
• Government rules
• International notification system –
FAL Convention
• Responsibilities
• Contact points
• Governmental authorities for facilitating the
exchange of electronic information
• Procedure to arrive at the destination port –
IMPORT formalities
• Operational process / cargo operation shipside
(load, discharge, relocate, inspection)
• Codes in the main affecting ship stability during
cargo operation
• How to avoid common mistakes when shipping
full container load
• Departure procedure at the sailing port –
EXPORT formalities
Maritime law in context of safety, health,
environment
• International maritime rule system
• SOLAS Convention implementation on board
• MARPOL Convention implementation on
board
• Summary of maritime legislation and federal
regulation
• ILO dock worker safety
• International labour standards
• Safe systems of work
Ship buoyancy, stability and stress
• General purpose, application and definition
• Buoyancy and trim
• Stability criteria

• Stress
• Loading manuals, stability booklet
• Scope of analysis and documentation on board
Operations research
Operations research – known as the science of the
better – is a discipline that deals with the application of advanced analytical methods to make better
(business) decisions. Here the focus is on mathematical modeling and optimisation. These methods are
used to determine best possible (ideally, optimal) solutions to decide problems that occur in the maritime
industry. Examples are vessel scheduling and routing
(combined with inventory management), quay crane
scheduling, berth allocation and many more.
• Decision problems and their formal representation
in linear equation systems (LES)
• Graphic solution to LES
• Simplex tableau
• Primal and dual simplex, two phases method,
duality
• Graph theory, trees, network flow
• Transportation problem
• Integer programming
Scientific and research methods
Introduction
• scientific vs. non scientific
• Three quality criteria of scientific work
(objectivity, reliability, validity)
Preparing a scientific paper
• Working title
• Index
• Preparing the paper
• Investigation
• Scientific writing
• Scientific method
Statistic
• basic concept of quantitative statistics (scales)
• univariate frequency distribution (absolute and
relative frequencies, measure of location, mean,
variance, standard deviation)
• concentration measurement (Lorenz graph, Gini
coefficient)
• measures of association (contingency analysis,
correlation)
• Regression analysis
Presentation of scientific results
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Project workshop I (conception phase)
This module shall prepare the students for and equip
them with relevant tools to identify and formulate
practical problems which are addressed by means of
scientific methods during Project workshop II.
• Brainstorming techniques
• Structuring techniques
• Introduction to project management
• Introduction to project organisation and
stakeholder involvement
• Decision making and assessment tools
5th Semester
Port planning
Based on the requirement to reinforce the effectiveness of transport chains, port planning (including redesign of port terminals) comes in to the focus as an
optimisation approach. In interaction with the different stakeholders of the port business and the public interested parties, port planning is a multidisciplinary and complex engineering process in different
levels / design phases. The module will describe this
planning process of efficient port facilities.
• Port zoning
• Port master planning – based on the process
analysis the different levels / design phases of the
port planning will be described
• Port – Hinterland (town) interfaces – demonstrate
modern solutions for the rail / road / inland
waterway interfaces for different types of port
technologies
Cost accounting
This course introduces students to the theories, principles and techniques of managerial accounting. Besides of a general introduction, selected case studies
will address the special implications of cost accounting for logistics and shipping services.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction to management accounting
Terminology and objectives
Measuring costs and revenues
Pricing and profitability analysis
Cost assignment
Activity-based costing
Budgeting process
Standard costing and analysis of deviations
Organisational aspects of managerial accounting
Strategic aspects of managerial accounting
Shipping management and economics

This module introduces the student to the economics
of the shipping industry and shipping company management. A particular focus will be on the structures
of liner shipping and the characteristics of tramp
shipping / ship chartering.
• maritime markets (freight, newbuilding, sale and
purchase, demolition)
• economies of shipbuilding and scrapping
• shipping company economics
• shipping company organisation / agency business
• liner shipping networks and organisation
• types of charter contracts (voyage, time,
non-demise, bareboat charter)
• standard charter contract rules
• charter party negotiations
• laytime and demurrage, inc. dispatch
• the profitable voyage
• voyage estimation
Container terminal operations
To understand the complex processes on a container
terminal is the aim of this module.
• Different types of container terminals
• Detailed view on the operational processes of
load, discharge, relocate, receive rail and truck,
dispatch rail and truck
• Truck appointment systems
• Requirements of special container in operational
processes: reefer, dangerous goods, OOG, empties
• Equipment control
• Yard control
• Berth planning

6th Semester
RoRo terminal operations
The RoRo technology is an efficient solution for special transport tasks and especially inside the transport chains in semi-enclosed larger or smaller sea basin areas will be studied with focus on the shipside
and shore side processes.
• History and reason for existence of the RoRo
solutionas sequences of maritime transport
chains
• Types and specifications of RoRo-traffic (ships and
terminals, incl. innovations and special variants)
• Operational processes - their functional areas and
facilities
• Dimensioning of the essential functional areas and
facilities with focusing of an optimal process flow
• Special equipment for loading and discharging as
well as transshipment in operational processes
• SWOT-analyses RoRo vs. Container-Feeder
solution
• Systems for equipment / process control
Bulk terminal operations
This course is aimed at shore personnel responsible
for the safe and efficient transfer of solid and liquid
bulk cargoes between ship and shore. It covers general operational, regulatory, safety, loss prevention
and commercial requirements at the ship/shore interface.
Overview of solid bulk shipping industry
• Trend and development of transported volumes
and materials
• Trend in vessel design
• Specific characteristics of regions and
materials
Bulk carriers
• Bulk carrier construction, characteristics and
shape
• Safety of bulk carriers
• Loss prevention
Bulk terminals
• Regulatory issues for solid bulk terminals
• Suitability of ships and terminals
• Safety at terminals handling solid bulk cargoes

• Ship-shore exchanges of information & BLU code
• Commercial and documentary requirements
• Difference between sea-port bulk terminals and inland-port bulk terminals
Handled material
• Bulk cargoes & IMSBC code
• Single cargo
• Specific characteristics of handling and storing of
special bulk materials
Solid bulk cargo loading and unloading operations
• Flow of material in the port
• Work in and on the vessel
• Work on the pier
Overview of different loading machinery
• Rope machines
• Hydraulic machines
• Vacuum and spindle machines
• Grabs, attachments and its purpose
• Calculation of handling capacity
• Running cost calculation of loading machinery
• Ancillary equipment in bulk terminals
Outlook and trends for bulk-terminal,
bulk-handling
• Expected vessel size
• Increasing of loading and unloading speed
• “The Green Port”
Economic policy and management
This course introduces students to the theories, policies, parameters and techniques of international trade. Global trade facilitation, geopolitical trends and
their impact on international trade and logistics are
addressed. A special focus will be given to the various manifestations of international trade and its inherent risks.
• Globalisation, regional integration and geopolitical
trends
• Global trade facilitation (WTO, Asia-pacific trade,
agreement, regional trade deals)
• International trade theories and policies
• International monetary system, balance of
payments and foreign exchange markets
• Ethical aspects and intercultural factors in
international trade
• Manifestations of international trade I:
Basic forms of trade and trade intermediaries
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• Manifestations of international trade II:
tolling, licensing, cooperation
• Manifestations of international trade III:
countertrade
• Manifestations of international trade IV:
foreign direct investment (FDI)
• Manifestations of international trade V:
multinational enterprises (MNEs)
• Risks in international trade
IT & MIS
Introduction (First Quarter)
• IT infrastructure and the theoretical work of MIS.
Different systems and administration of this.
Data protection and privacy (Second Quarter)
• Backup systems and maintenance strategy, rules of
data privacy.
Implementation (Third Quarter)
• Integration and implementation of a new Management Information System. Evaluation of an existing
system and generation of improvement suggestion
for the CEO/ management.
Project work (Fourth Quarter)
• The student creates four fictive company strategies for the implementation of the Management
Information System. One of the main aims is to
empathise in common employees. “How the company ensures that every employee knows what‘s
happening.”
Project workshop II (realisation phase)
The students gain practical work experience in the
field of maritime logistics of at least twenty weeks
aiming at applying theoretical knowledge in a practical environment. This experience can be obtained by
carrying out a project in the company the student is
working for or by an internship.
The specific content will be developed by the student
in Project workshop I and agreed with the company
and the lecturer.
7th Semester

planning methods and the basics of financial risk
management.
• The basic framework of corporate finance
• Managing long-term investments (capital
budgeting, risk and return, cost of capital)
• Forms of financing (equity-, debt- and mezzanine
finance, incl. raising capital)
• The long-term financing policy (capital structure
and payout policy)
• Financial analysis and planning
• Financial risk management
Risk management and transport security
• Defining risk and uncertainty, safety and security
in the context of global transportation
• Highlighting importance of security and
compliance management
• Discussing risk management process steps in
detail
• Exemplifying risk response measures at transport,
transport chain, logistics and supply chain level
• Analysing current state of security threats in
global transportation
• Illustrating transportation security
• Discussing current state of mandatory legislations
and voluntary initiatives
• The importance of risk, security and compliance
management especially in global transportation.
• The current state of security threats in global
transportation and about the current state of
security regulations, initiatives and programmes.
Requirements on various modes of transportation
and cross-border transport chains will be
discussed.
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Business simulation
The course aims at the complex simulation of
participants’ companies in a competitive business environment. Following skills and experiences
are required: financial & management accounting,
marketing, strategic management or controlling,
production management. The students learn and
understand that every little decision modifies the
company and the outcome. Interaction and in time
tracing of the business consequences caused by the
decisions made. The participants will see the interaction of the individual aspects. The results of the
decisions made will be displayed and analysed. With
business simulation programme LUDUS the students
learn in competing workgroups (2-3 students per
group) the combine of all knowledge’s about business.
Week 01-02
• Explanation of the programme and its relationships
Week 03-04
• Test runs (2 test rounds) with common decisions
and evaluations.
Week 05-14
• Enterprise simulation (6-8 rounds)
Week 15-16
• Result meeting and exam preparation
8th Semester
Trade and asset finance

Transport policy
Transport policy has to secure that social transport
needs are satisfied in an efficient way. Multiple actors on different levels interact in shaping rules and
regulations governing the transport system. It is a
multidisciplinary field where engineering, economics,
sociology and law come together. Transport policy
will be studied with respect to shipping and ports.

Financial management
The module imparts the basic knowledge of financial management, including capital investment decisions (capital budgeting), the range of different
forms of financing and raising capital, financial

• Port policy
• International transportation policies and their
effectiveness

• Objectives and elements of the policy process
• The role of the state in transport
• The regulatory of the flag state
• Principles of deregulation / regulation
• Regulation of competition in shipping

This module introduces the principles and instruments of short-term inventory/ trade finance and longterm asset finance in the shipping and port environment to the students. Particular attention will be paid
to effecting payments in international trade bearing
in mind country and counterparty risk mitigation as
well as addressing foreign exchange risks. Further,
ship and port finance are used as e xamples for introducing into long-term asset and project finance using
bank loans, bonds and other instruments.
• Issues in international trade and asset finance
• Country risk analysis and mitigation
• FX markets and FX risk exposure management

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

International credit risk
International and syndicated corporate lending
Terms and techniques of payment
Trade and export finance, structured trade finance
Project, asset and leveraged finance
Financing of ships and shipping companies
Financing of port infrastructure
Relationship management & maritime community

The port and maritime business needs to have man
agers who are well educated and have gained experience in practice. Any political process, dealing with
deciders and other stakeholders needs to be understood to achieve those objectives of employers and
stakeholders. Media presence and visibility in business related networks will support these achievements as well helps to build up successful careers.
The module Relationship management & maritime
community explains formal and informal standards
and structures necessary for that. The module enables students to involve networking and lobbying in
their career planning from the very beginning and
support them with tools and knowledge acting safely
and seriously in this field.
Understanding political decision processes
• Parlamental rules
• Law and regulation evolution
• Recommendation process
• Stakeholder
• Regulation purpose
• Regulation impacts
• Alternatives
Influencing political decision processes
• Identification of relevant decider
• Building up networks
• Public events and hearings
• Studies
• Developing trust, loyalty and liability
• Negotiating skills
• Codes of conduct (ethics)
• Anti-Corruption strategies
Media work
• Dealing with journalists and media consultants
• Press releases and application press articles
• Advertising in the media
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Networking
• Need and benefit of networking
• Purpose and objective of networking
• Networking platforms e. g. clubs and association,
XING, LinkedIn
• Headhunting
Associations
• Purpose and objective of associations
• Honorary and full-time experts
• Committees and internal opinion making process
• Statements and recommendations
Port community
• Identifying matching interests and topics
• Identify with port as part of logistics
• Status quo of involved persons
• Recruiting aspects
• Opinion making platforms
Bachelor thesis
Editing of the final thesis to obtain the title Bachelor
of Science in Maritime Logistics & Port Management.

LOGISTICS THROUGH INNOVATION,
EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONALISM
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FEES
FINANCING
he semester fee of EUR 1,370 covers all your relevant study services.
Among the individual study support, this includes access to the online
study platform Moodle, attendance at the online tutorials, study materials (mock exams) and examinations at one of the offered examination locations worldwide. On request we offer the tuition fee payment by instalments.
PRIVATE FINANCING
Our online degree programme is designed to meet the needs of working
professionals. You can complete the part time education, while at the
same time retaining your professional commitments and financial comfort. The state encourages your continuing education through individual tax
reductions. Depending on your personal income and your professional situation, you can claim your distance education costs as tax exempt for business
expenses or extra expenses, and can get them completely or partially reimbursed. For further advice please contact your tax advisor or your responsible
tax authority.
FINANCING BY THE EMPLOYER
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ADMISSION
REQUIREMENTS
e welcome applications from students of all nationalities and with a university entrance qualification.
Given its specific character the programme is addressed to employees and interested parties of the maritime
economy and logistics.
To be admitted to our Bachelor‘s degree programme Maritime Logistics & Port Management, the following admission
requirement have to be fulfilled:
• University entrance qualification as well as
• Proof of appropriate English knowledge. Applicants whose
native language is not English have to demonstrate, through
appropriate proficiency examination, that they can complete
their studies in English, e. g. TOEFL test with minimum certification of level B2.
All documents need to be written in English or German. We are
happy to review individual admission applications.

Many companies support further training of their employees through special
company leave or financial support. Within the framework of individual agreements, there is the possibility to integrate your qualification into the individual
personal development plan.
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Course Coordinator:
Daniel Lampe, B.A.
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CONSULTING
REGISTRATION
REGISTRATION
If you want to participate in our online degree course please complete out the
attached form or download it from our website and send it with all the required
documents to the following address:
WINGS GmbH
P.O. Box 1252
23952 Wismar
Germany

COURSE DETAILS AT A GLANCE:
German university degree: Bachelor of Science (B.Sc.)
Study approach: studying alongside your profession
Study concept: e-learning 24/7 flexible
Entry requirements: university entrance qualification as well as appropriate
proficiency examination of English language for non-native speakers

MORE INFORMATION
If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact us.
Phone: +49 (0) 3841 / 7537-657
E-Mail: d.lampe@wings.hs-wismar.de
www.wings.de/logistics
www.wings-fernstudium.de

Study beginning: winter and summer semester
Study duration: 8 semesters
Language: English
Fees: EUR 1,370 per semester
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PART TIME PROGRAMMES
AND FURTHER EDUCATION
PART TIME STUDIES
BACHELOR
Business Administration
7 semesters – Bachelor of Arts (B.A.)
Sport Management
7 semesters – Bachelor of Arts (B.A.)
Business Information Technology
7 semesters – Bachelor of Science (B.Sc.)
IT-Forensics
8 semesters – Bachelor of Engineering (B.Eng.)
Professional Guardianship
7 semesters – Bachelor of Arts (B.A.)
Law for Notaries Senior Certified Assistents
8 semesters – Bachelor of Laws (LL.B.)
Law for Lawyers Seniors Certified Assistents
8 semesters – Bachelor of Laws (LL.B.)

MASTER
Business Consulting
4 semesters – Master of Business Consulting (MBC)

Business Administration
9 semesters – Dipl.-Kff. / Dipl.-Kfm. (FH)

Sales and Marketing
4 semesters – Master of Arts (M.A.)

Business Administration – Postgraduate
7 semesters – Dipl.-Kff. / Dipl.-Kfm. (FH)

Business Information Technology
5 semesters – Master of Science (M.Sc.)
IT-Security and Forensics
4 semesters – Master of Engineering (M.Eng.)

Business Administration with
Supplementary Certificate in Healthcare
9 semesters – Dipl.-Kff. / Dipl.-Kfm. (FH)
and the Supplementary University of Applied
Sciences Certificate in Healthcare

Information Technology and Management
4 semesters – Master of Engineering (M.Eng.)

Business Information Technology
9 semesters – Dipl.-Wirt.-Inf. (FH)

Quality Management
4 semesters – Master of Engineering (M.Eng.)
Facility Management
4 semesters – Master of Science (M.Sc.)
Redevelopment
6 or 4 semesters – Master of Science (M.Sc.)

BACHELOR ONLINE
Business Administration (online)
6 bzw. 8 semesters – Bachelor of Arts (B.A.)
Management of Health Care Organisations (online)
6 bzw. 8 semesters – Bachelor of Arts (B.A.)
Management of Social Services (online)
6 bzw. 8 semesters – Bachelor of Arts (B.A.)
Commercial Law (online)
8 semesters – Bachelor of Laws (LL .B.)
Maritime Logistics & Port Management (online)
8 semesters - Bachelor of Science (B.Sc.)

DIPLOMA

Structural Preservation
4 semesters – Master of Science (M.Sc.)
Architecture and Environment
4 semesters – Master of Science (M.Sc.)
Integrative Rural-Urban Development
5 semesters – Master of Science (M.Sc.)
Lighting Design
5 semesters – Master of Arts (M.A.)
Business Systems
4 semesters – Master of Business Systems (MBS)

Human Resource Manager
6 – 8 months – Certificate
Systemic Business Coaching
5 – 7 months – Further Education Certificate
Strategic Consultancy
4 – 5 months – Certificate
Shipping Skills
individual courses – Certificate
DSH (German language university entrance exam for
foreign students)
2 weeks – Certificate

FURTHER EDUCATION
Mediation
8 months – Certificate
Family Mediation
12 months – Certificate
Business Mediation
12 months – Certificate
Social Psychology
10 weeks – Certificate
Sales Psychology
10 weeks – Certificate
Change Management
10 weeks – Certificate
Healthcare
9 months – Certificate

MASTER ONLINE
Healthcare Management (online)
4 semesters – Master of Business Administration
(MBA)

PUBLISHING INFORMATION
Copyright 2017 by WINGS GmbH, 3rd edition,
Photos: Fotolia, Wismar University, Mirko Runge,
Concept: Lachs von Achtern; Layout/Text: Christina Schrage.
We make considerable efforts to ensure that the content of this booklet is kept up to date and that it is
accurate and complete. Nevertheless, errors may not be entirely ruled out. We shall not be held liable
for any inaccuracies of the content. WINGS GmbH reserves the right to change terms and conditions at any time
without notice.
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CONTACT
WINGS GmbH
WINGS GmbH
Wismar University of Applied Sciences:
Technology, Business and Design
P.O. Box 1252
23952 Wismar
GERMANY
phone: +49 (0) 3841 / 7537-657
fax: +49 (0) 3841 / 7537-296
e-mail: d.lampe@wings.hs-wismar.de

www.wings.de/logistics

